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Since its launch in late 2012, the Power Debt Fund has
grown into one of the largest South African institutional
funds mandated to invest solely into the energy sector.
With a current market value of R8.2 billion, the Fund has
invested in 29 projects to date, across all four rounds of
the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP). Although the majority
of the Fund is invested in the REIPPPP, the mandate was
written broadly, and it is well placed to invest in private
power generation, an emerging sector with significant
growth potential, as the energy landscape opens up and
less reliance is placed on the historically centralised Eskom
model.
Over the past couple of years, the country’s energy supply
crisis has compounded our economic challenges. A
fundamental change is widely acknowledged as being
required to kick start South Africa’s economy. The
proposed reform of our energy sector provides a significant
chance to unlock new fixed investment.
There is no singular intervention to resolve the way
forward: a collective responsibility is required. Over the
past eight years the success of the REIPPP programme has
demonstrated the strength of public-private partnership
and emphasized the benefits that can be harnessed from
the government and the private sector working together.

The recently updated Integrated Resource Plan (IRP 2019)
embraces a diversified energy mix for South Africa which
accommodates flexibility in order to take advantage of
rapidly evolving energy technology. As the world moves to
more alternative energy, the positive impact from
economies of scale on technology costs is growing. Private
Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

energy production and energy storage is noted as a game
changer for the future of renewables in our country, and
the recent discovery of gas resources off the South African
(Brulpadda) and Mozambican coast lines also presents
enormous opportunity.
Investments into renewable energy projects represent a
new and growing asset class in the South African capital
market, allowing our clients to access a pool of assets not
normally available to institutional investors. The Fund has
an established performance track record. It is supported by
an experienced credit team with a wide deal origination
network that is well positioned to take advantage of the
upsurge in the development of clean and sustainable
energy envisaged over the next 10 years, as set out under
IRP 2019.

REIPPPP projects are registered
as Essential Service Providers
during the COVID-19 lockdown.
Under the REIPPPP, each of the preferred bidder projects
were evaluated on a combination of price and a basket of
economic development requirements covering job creation,
local content, management control, preferential
procurement, enterprise development and socio-economic
development. Implementation of these initiatives across the
projects that the Fund has invested in, has been very
successful. Millions of rands have already been spent on
socio-economic investment in rural areas where the
projects are located, which has made a real difference in
the lives of the poor and marginalised.

Following President Ramaphosa’s declaration of COVID-19
as a national State of Disaster in late March 2020, the
REIPPPP projects were registered as Essential Service
Providers. Eskom also confirmed the projects as critical
suppliers to the national energy grid and staff have been
provided with permission to travel and work on site where
required. The projects have implemented protection
measures for their staff, including hand sanitisers, gloves
and face masks, as well as social distancing as far as
possible on site. Some projects have directed part of their
social and economic development budget to acquiring
equipment and protective wear for their local community
hospital and clinic staff.
In this second bi-annual report, we feature the Cookhouse
wind energy project located in the Eastern Cape, which was
awarded a 20-year Power Purchase Agreement with Eskom
in the Round 1 bid window of the REIPPPP. Suzlon Energy
Ltd covers the overall asset management of the Cookhouse
Wind Farm and is responsible for oversight of the
operational performance. The project has invested in
various school programmes, including enhanced maths and
science tuition for learners, in surrounding communities.
This has already resulted in a sustainable improvement in
the growth and development for many young people, that
will open up new opportunities to them and will ultimately
prosper the next generation.

Paul Semple
Portfolio Manager
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Futuregrowth is dedicated to the development and
empowerment of South Africa and its people, with many of
our products geared towards supporting change. We are
passionate about improving the lives of all South Africans
and are always striving to identify opportunities that will not
only yield optimal financial returns for investors, but also
make recognised contributions to society. Futuregrowth has
become a reliable channel for investors’ savings that assist
in funding national development. Our belief is that thriving
communities result in thriving businesses, therefore,
business can and should develop the communities in which
they operate.
We define developmental investing as that which provides
investors with both commercial returns and tangible social
and developmental impact. In South Africa, the primary
development focus is around the provision of basic services
and infrastructure development.

“Invest profitably and responsibly.
Align your investments with your
humanity.”
Our commitment to benchmark-beating performance,
combined with our vision of contributing to a more
equitable and prosperous society, means that we deliver
returns that matter for investors and in turn contribute to
economic prosperity as a whole.

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

In order to achieve sustainable, long-term benchmarkbeating performance, we are committed to applying a
responsible investment filter when screening and analysing
new investments in our developmental funds. This is
supported by a robust investment philosophy which
understands all the risks, including non-financial e.g.
environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks.

Also covered in this report, are the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), which comprise a call for action
by both developed and developing countries to end poverty,
improve health and education, reduce inequality, and spur
economic growth. We also link each renewable energy deals
to the SDGs. For example, the impact of the Fund’s wind
farm deal in Cookhouse Goal aligns with goals number 7
(affordable and clean energy), 4 (quality education), and 3
(good health and wellbeing), as evidenced in this report.

Product suite

Futuregrowth has a 24-year track record of investing in
developmental investments. We use a fundamental
investment approach with active decision making and
judgement applicable in all processes.
Futuregrowth’s developmental funds focus on the
provision of infrastructure and services to disadvantaged
communities. Our funds provide finance to institutions
that may not typically receive support from the traditional
banking or investment lending process. In addition to
providing finance, we also invest in equity and retail
property investments with a developmental nature.
Our range of developmental funds forms a subset of our
broader Responsible Investment strategy and reflects the
intentions of investors to do good by consciously
investing to make a positive impact in society and the
broader environment, with the aim of preservation for
current and future stakeholders.

Our developmental suite of funds consists of:

- Fixed Income (Infrastructure & Development Bond
Fund, Power Debt; Inflation-Linked debt);
- Unlisted equity (Development Equity Fund, Agri Fund);
- Unlisted retail property (Community Property Fund);
and
- Fund of funds incorporating our suite of development
funds as building blocks (Developmental Balanced
Fund).
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Portfolio manager

Paul Semple

Asset class

Fixed & variable rate debt instruments

Benchmark

South African STeFI Composite Index (STeFI)

Current structure

Pooled, open-ended

Performance target

STeFI + 2.25% per annum before the deduction of
taxes and fees, with income reinvested

Fund start date

January 2013

Reg 28 classification

Debt instruments, predominantly unlisted instruments of unlisted
entities

Total Fund assets

R8.2 billion

Investment focus

Debt and fixed income in energy related industries
and sectors

Termination period

12 months (size dependent)

Minimum investment

R50 million (At manager’s discretion)

The Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund, an investment portfolio specialising in energy-related
industries and sectors, forms part of Futuregrowth’s suite of developmental investments.
The benchmark is the South African STeFI Composite Index. The Fund may invest in a
wide range of debt instruments including those issued by government, parastatals,
corporates as well as securitised assets. The inclusion of assets is subject to credit
committee approval.
The Fund is largely invested/committed to invest in renewable energy deals that form part
of the Department of Energy’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer
Procurement Programme (REIPPPP). These include investments in solar photovoltaic (PV),
concentrated solar power (CSP) and wind farms. Projects approved so far are located in
the Northern Cape, Eastern Cape and Limpopo Provinces. All projects under the REIPPPP
enter into an off-take purchase agreement with Eskom for power they will produce during
the next twenty years and these revenue streams will be used by the projects to repay
the debt finance.

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

The Fund aims to provide investors with a vehicle that facilitates infrastructural, social,
environmental and economic development in southern Africa through investments in
energy related businesses and sectors. These include electricity generation from
renewable, alternative and traditional sources, power distribution and reticulation, and
supporting industries and sectors).
The Fund delivers on a variety of social impact requirements such as: job creation through
employing local labour to build and maintain the plants, SMME development through
employing contractors, mentorship and skills transfer from international developers,
meeting BEE equity requirements - including participation by a trust representing the local
community which will be implemented according to minimums set by Government,
investment by the projects into local socio-economic infrastructure and services, and
compliance with the international Equator Principles.
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Cumulative performance

Fund performance
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Data as at 31 March 2020 // Since inception date (GIPS Performance): January 2013
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The Power Debt Fund’s performance attribution continues to come mainly from the credit spread accrual earned on the debt deals secured over twenty-eight renewable energy projects awarded
under the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPPP).
Deals in each subsequent bid window of REIPPPP have delivered progressively tighter returns for investors (commensurate with the increasing investor confidence in this sector) and the yields
have contractually stepped down following the higher risk construction phase of the projects. All the debt deals in the Fund continue to be valued at their original interest rate spreads, in view of
their probable refinance and the lack of breakage provisions that were agreed with the projects at inception of the deals.
In the past quarter, the capital market has experienced unprecedented volatility following the onset of the COVID-19 crisis and the decision taken by the South African Government to institute
an extended lockdown. There was negative performance attribution from the interest rate position of the Fund, given the major sell-off in government bonds in March 2020 and a significant
weakening of the nominal and real yield curves.
Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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REIPPP
The REIPPPP was born in 2011 out of a need and desire to procure alternative, sustainable energy, while simultaneously contributing to social
and economic development in South Africa. It allows Independent Power Producers (IPPs) to submit competitive bids to design, develop and
operate large-scale renewable energy power plants across South Africa.

Bid tariff

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

Approximately seventy percent of the bid evaluation criteria is weighted towards the bid tariff that the IPP
seeks to earn from Eskom for every kilowatt of electricity generated. Lower cost producers are typically
favoured to win preferential bids. The tariffs awarded in subsequent rounds of the programme have dropped
significantly compared to the first round (76% lower for solar PV and 55% lower for wind) which translates
into grid parity being reached.

Local
procurement

Job creation and local procurement of technology, skills and services for the project make up a significant part
of the bid evaluation criteria which has forced many developers to establish manufacturing facilities in South
Africa. At least 40% of the project’s construction materials and services must be procured in South Africa.

Black and
community
ownership

At least 25% of the shareholding of every IPP awarded a contract under the RE-IPPP must be held by a black
empowerment group or individuals. In addition, at least 5% must be held by a trust representing the local
community where the project is located to ensure that there is economic empowerment for South Africans
resulting from the projects as well as environmental and social benefits.
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A pre-requisite of the REIPPPP that bids submitted by independent power producers must show how their project will deliver social and economic
development for South Africans. Only those with acceptable social and economic plans may advance to have their projects judged on feasibility
and price.

Clean and
renewable
generation

Employment
and skills
transfer

Infrastructural
investment &
empowerment

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

Every project development requires an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) as a key criterion of the bid. This
looks at the suitability of a proposed site and the impact of the project on the surrounding area, the environmental
resources and the community.
Although a certain amount of energy and material is used in the construction of the renewable energy projects, this
is usually recovered within a year of its operation. Renewable energy projects do not use fossil fuels, nor do they
create toxic emissions or hazardous waste. Only small amounts of oil and insulation fluid are required for the
operation of wind farms, making contamination of the soil or surrounding water supplies highly unlikely.
Creation of sustainable local jobs and the transfer of skills to communities surrounding the project sites are
important qualifying criteria for projects under the REIPPP programme. Aside from procuring as much technology as
possible from South African suppliers, all other services such as civil engineering and ancillary electrical equipment
and expertise should be sourced locally. There is a minimum requirement of 40% of local procurement for every
project and this threshold is anticipated to increase in later bidding rounds of the REIPPP.
Many of the sponsors of these new projects are international developers which have partnered with local firms who
have a strong knowledge of the South African market. It is envisaged that there will be a high level of mentorship
and skills transfer by the international developers.

There is a strong emphasis on investment by the projects into local socio-economic infrastructure and services as
well as employing local labour to build and maintain the plants. Many of the projects will be constructed in remote,
arid areas and civil engineering (e.g. in the form of access roads) will be important for the construction and
operation of the project. Every project has a minimum BEE equity requirement which must include participation by a
trust representing the local community.
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To measure the magnitude of the social impact of
our investments, a three-point scale (low/medium/
high) is used. This is based on an assessment of
the intensity, geographic extent, duration and
likelihood of the impact, as well as the confidence
level in the judgement.
95.88% of the Fund is invested in deals that have
medium social impact, i.e. that have a mediumterm, moderate effect on livelihoods, across a
measurable geographic area, where the impact is
likely, and we have data to support our finding.

Over 95% of the Fund is
invested in medium impact
investments.
And 88.39% is invested
rural development.

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

Developmental
impact

No Impact
1.89%

Rural
development

Peri-urban
0.05%

Urban
11.56%

Low
Impact
2.23%

Medium
Impact
95.88%

Rural
88.39%

N3 Toll Concession
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Soutpan
Witkop

The Fund is invested in a diversity of renewable
energy deals, with R7.4bn in committed deals
across 29 projects (92 awarded).

Wind R3.7bn

50%

Solar PV R2.3bn

31%

Solar CSP R1.4bn
Alternative Energy
The Fund has
geographical diversity
across South Africa, with
investments held in nine
provinces, plus 16%
exposure to assets with a
national footprint. More
than 60% of the Fund’s
assets are situated in the
Northern Cape, a
particularly impoverished
province.

19%
0.05%

Region

Kathu
CSP
Droogfontein

KAXU
AMD Herbert,
AMD Greefspan

Bokpoort
Prieska
Kangnas

Kalkbult

% exposure

Northern Cape

60.713%

Eastern Cape

17.100%

Western Cape

3.876%

Limpopo

2.205%

Gauteng

0.008%

KwaZulu Natal

0.005%

Free State

0.002%

Mpumalanga

0.002%

Namibia

0.001%

National

16.087%

Total

100.00
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Kathu
PV

De Aar

(Mainstream, Scatec & Solar
Capital)

Loeriesfontein

Copperton

Khobab

Noblesfontein

Noupoort Dreunberg

Waainek
Perdekraal East

Tsitsikamma

Cookhouse

Amakhala

Grassridge

Chaba
Wesley

Solar PV
Wind
Equity deals
(Round 3)

Concentrated
solar power
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(SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), otherwise known as the Global
Goals, are a universal call to action to end
poverty, protect the planet and ensure
that all people enjoy peace and prosperity.
The participating countries commit to
working towards implementation of this
Agenda by 2030.

Source: UN in collaboration with Project Everyone

“The SDGs provide us with a common plan and
agenda to tackle some of the pressing challenges
facing our world such as poverty, climate change
and conflict.”

The SDGs came into effect in January
2016. The 17 Goals build on the success
of the Millennium Development Goals,
while including new areas such as climate
change, economic inequality, innovation,
sustainable consumption, peace and
justice, among other priorities. The goals
are interconnected – often the key to
success on one will involve tackling issues
more commonly associated with another.

The SDGs work in the spirit of partnership
and pragmatism to make the right choices
now to improve life, in a sustainable way,
for future generations. They provide clear
guidelines and targets for all countries to
adopt in accordance with their own
priorities and the environmental
challenges of the world at large.

Besides the 2030 Agenda, African
countries have committed to implement
the African Union Agenda 2063, which is
both a vision and a plan to build a more
prosperous Africa in 50 years. The 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development
acknowledges the importance of the AU
Agenda 2063 and considers it an integral
part of its agenda.
Several countries are already taking steps
to translate the ambitions articulated in
the 2030 Agenda into tangible outcomes
for their people, beginning with
integrating the SDGs into their national
visions and plans. In South Africa, the
UNDP has provided support to raise
awareness about the SDGs among
government officers, members of
Parliaments, civil society and private
sector actors.

Helen Clark, former head of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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Cookhouse Wind Farm
Eastern Cape

Impact indicators
-

Over 340 000 MWh of clean, renewable electricity generated per year.

-

Comprises 66 wind turbines that are 80 metres tall.

-

Installed capacity of 138.6 MW.

-

Produces enough green electricity to supply approximately 94 000 homes
of low-income South Africans.

-

Avoids approximately 384 000 tonnes of carbon emissions each year,
compared to traditional fossil fuel power plants.

-

Cookhouse’s Socio-Economic Development (SED) spend has exceeded
budget to date.

-

72% of the SED budget was spent on education, and 28% on healthcare.

-

The flagship ECD project has impacted:

-

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020

Images: Cookhouse https://cookhousewind.co.za// /

-

2 200 children have directly benefited;

-

126 practitioners and principals;

-

700 parents across the 4 beneficiary towns; and

-

28 ECD centres in 4 beneficiary towns.

Since June 2018, 46 farms have been serviced & 2 235 patients treated.
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Goal

Goal

Goal

The SDGs cover 17 goals, which comprise a call for action by both developed and developing countries to end poverty, improve health and
education, reduce inequality, and spur economic growth. In addition to the obvious one, Goal number 7 (affordable and clean energy), the
impact of the Fund’s wind farm deal in Cookhouse also aligns to several other SDG goals, as can be seen below.

SDG 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
7.1 By 2030, ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services.
7.2 By 2030, increase substantially the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

SDG 4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
4.2 By 2030, ensure that all girls and boys have access to quality early childhood development, care and pre-primary
education so that they are ready for primary education.
4.4 By 2030, substantially increase the number of youth and adults who have relevant skills, including technical and
vocational skills, for employment, decent jobs and entrepreneurship.

SDG 3: Ensure healthy lives and promote wellbeing for all at all ages
3.c Substantially increase health financing and the recruitment, development, training and retention of the health
workforce in developing countries.

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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Located near the town of Cookhouse in the Eastern Cape,
Cookhouse Wind Farm is contracted to produce clean, renewable
energy under a 20-year power purchase agreement with Eskom.
The project was selected as preferred bidder in round one of
REIPPPP and comprises more than 21 per cent of the capacity of
the 634 MW total round one procured wind energy.
The wind farm achieved commercial operation in November 2014,
and spans 2 600 hectares of pastoral land. Sheep farming
continues amongst the wind turbines, just as it did before their
construction in 2013 – 2014.
Cookhouse Wind Farm has established itself as a market leader in a
number of aspects. Over and above being one of the largest South
African wind farms, it is 25 per cent owned by the local community
through the Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust.
Early childhood development (ECD)
Cookhouse Wind Farm’s Flagship ECD Programme was launched in
2016, following a comprehensive Baseline Study. This holistic
programme capacitates ECD centre practitioners and principals with
appropriate skills and qualifications; provides parents with school
readiness training together with one-on-mentoring and home visits;
builds or renovates ECD centres in order to improve conditions;
contributes towards primary and high school educator salaries and
computer equipment; and has a scholarship programme that funds
tertiary education for the local youth.

Healthcare initiative
In a public-private partnership, Cookhouse Wind Farm funds the
appointment of healthcare workers and the purchase of medical
equipment for the Department of Health’s mobile clinic in Bedford.
These healthcare workers operate a mobile clinic in Bedford and
Adelaide to alleviate stress, travel time and costs for community
members.

Other Cookhouse welfare projects

Since the mobile unit came into operation in June 2018, a total of
46 farms have been serviced and treating a total of 2 235 patients,
a truly significant impact.

- Cookhouse Children Foundation –
Cookhouse

Since 2014 Cookhouse Wind has provided
funding to:
- ACVV Somerset East – Somerset East
- Bedford Christian Care Group –
Bedford

- CWL Soup Kitchen – Bedford
- Elukhanyisweni Centre for the Elderly –
Cookhouse
- Huis Silwerjare – Somerset East
- Luvuyo Special Needs Day Care Centre
– Somerset East
- SE Cycling Club – Somerset East
- Siyanceda Homebased Care – Bedford
- Siyanakekela Special Needs Daycare –
Adelaide
- Somerset East Child Welfare –
Somerset East
- Thembani Special Needs Daycare
Centre – Bedford

Beyond this, the Cookhouse Wind Farm’s Wind Turbine Technician
Training programme has funded the tuition fees, training and trade
tests of three local mechatronics students, and provided them with
on-site training at the wind farm.
Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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Phase 1 of the programme included support for Mini Marvels
Day Care Centre, Mzamomhle Edu-Care Centre and Collie
Koeberg Pre-Primary. Phase 2 of the programme will be
implemented during this year (2020).

The wind farm funds various socio-economic development
programmes to empower communities to be economically
independent and take ownership of their future, through
capacity building, skills transfer and funding of various
impact-driven projects. These make a difference in the lives
of the communities of Cookhouse, Somerset East, Bedford
and Adelaide in the Eastern Cape.

Mentor Moms continue to grow

Mr Luyanda Nobadula, Manager of Social
Development in Blue Crane Route Municipality:

“Cookhouse Wind Farm has made a great impact not only
on the Practitioners, but on the learners as well. I believe
that the foundation of any nation starts at an early learning
phase. The renovations and extension that took place at
Mini Marvels Day Care Centre has provided learners with an
environment that can assist them in their learning process.
Let us invest in our future leaders!”
ECD centres benefitting from infrastructure support
Cookhouse Wind Farm’s Early Childhood Development
Infrastructure Support Programme has received great
feedback from stakeholders and the communities alike. The
programme supports the Eastern Cape Department of Social
Development, helping them to respond to ECD centres that
need maintenance and repairs.

A total of 154 parents completed the Cookhouse Wind Farm’s
Mentor Moms Programme and graduated at the end of 2019.
The programme forms part of Cookhouse Wind Farm’s Early
Childhood Development Flagship Initiative and aims to equip
community members with the skills to build trusting
relationships and mentor parents who went through the
Bringing Parents to the Education Table programme in 2018,
ultimately helping improve school readiness in children.

Scholarship recipient to graduate
Courtney Assumption, from Somerset East, has been a
beneficiary of the Cookhouse Wind Farm Scholarship
Programme. Courtney will be graduating from the Nelson
Mandela University, with a Bachelor’s Degree in Pharmacy
during April. His transition to work life has already started,
with work as an intern at a local pharmacy.

Images: Cookhouse - https://cookhousewind.co.za//
Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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R8.2bn
Fund size

Commercial

risk-adjusted
returns

Job creation
- Employing local labour to build and maintain the plants;
- Short- and long-term job creation; and
- SMME development through employing contractors.

Investments in
electricity generation
from renewable and
alternative sources

Facilitates

infrastructural, social,
environmental and
economic development
in southern Africa

Skills transfer
- High level of mentorship and skills transfer from international developers; and
- International developers partnering with local firms.

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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INVESTMENT TEAM

Paul Semple
Portfolio Manager
pauls@futuregrowth.co.za
T +27 21 659 5424
Angelique Kalam
angeliquek@futuregrowth.co.za
T +27 21 659 5483

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP TEAM
Steffen Josephs
sjosephs@futuregrowth.co.za
C +27 83 327 3543
Ziyanda Tshaka
ziyandat@futuregrowth.co.za
C +27 83 666 0392

Disclaimer
Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“Futuregrowth”) is a licensed discretionary financial services provider, FSP 520, approved by
the Registrar of the Financial Sector Conduct Authority to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. The fund values may be market linked or policy based. Market fluctuations and changes in
exchange rates may have an impact on fund values, prices and income and these are therefore not guaranteed. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity in place. Performance
figures are sourced from Futuregrowth and IRESS.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy or sell or a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell a financial product or security. The recipient is advised to assess the information with the assistance of an advisor if
necessary, with regard to its compatibility with his/her own circumstances in view of any legal, regulatory, tax and other implications.
Personal trading by staff is restricted to ensure that there is no conflict of interest. All employees of Futuregrowth are remunerated with
salaries and standard short and long-term incentives. No commission or incentives are paid by Futuregrowth to any persons. All intergroup transactions are done on an arm’s length basis. Futuregrowth has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance.
Futuregrowth prepared this document in good faith. Although the information in this document is based on sources considered to be
reliable, Futuregrowth makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this document, nor
does it accept any liability which might arise from making use of this information.

Marilyn Gates Garner
marilyng@futuregrowth.co.za
C +27 82 466 0868

Futuregrowth Power Debt Fund as at 31 March 2020
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